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Abstract
Due to the suddenness, uncertainty and huge loss of political risks in overseas
projects, this paper considers the time dimension and the success rate of
project exploitation for the goal of optimizing the allocation of multiple objectives, such as output, investment, efficiency and risk. A linear portfolio risk
decision model is proposed for multiple indicators, such as the uncertainty of
project survey results, the inconsistency of project investment time, and the
number of projects in unstable political regions. The model is tested by numerical examples and the results show that the model can effectively maximize the portfolio income within the risk tolerance range under the premise of
ensuring the rational allocation of resources.
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1. Introduction
Since the 1990s, many international oil companies have continuously developed
systemic risk analysis and optimized portfolio technology to avoid or reduce exploration risks, which is one of the hotspots in the international petroleum industry in recent years [1]. Many companies use net present value to evaluate exploration and production projects to enhance their investment decisions [2] [3]
[4]. However, the optimal choice of a single project may not be the best option
to achieve the company’s overall minimum risk and maximum return. Although
NPV is still a key criterion for most capital allocation processes, NPV has difficulty analyzing long-term, large hidden internal costs and various risk appetite
projects for investors. As a result, oil companies began to analyze “over the NPV”
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with emphasis on key performance indicators and uncertainties [5] [6] [7]. Oil
and gas development are highly uncertain. The benefits and risks of different oilfields will vary depending on the source properties, geological understanding,
and mining techniques. Oil and gas development are highly uncertain. The benefits and risks of different oilfields will vary depending on the source properties,
geological understanding, and mining techniques. These uncertainties increase
the risk of oil companies mining, which is difficult to measure. Whether oil and
gas development projects are worth investing has added some difficulty to investment decisions. With a better understanding of geology and geophysics, a
better estimate of cash flow allows the project to be ranked according to conventional measures, such as expected monetary value or expected net present value.
For state-owned oil companies, some private and joint ventures, their financial strength is relatively strong and financing is relatively easy. The pursuit of
oil and gas projects is often the pursuit of maximum return on investment at a
certain level of risk. While for those with weak financial strength and relatively
difficult financing, it is often pursued to minimize the risk under certain conditions of expected returns. In the long run, in either case, companies aim to pursue the least risk and maximize the return on investment. How to balance the
relationship between income and risk to maximize the overall income is an urgent problem we need to solve.

2. Establishment of Investment Portfolio Optimization
Model for Oil and Gas Development Projects
In the early development of oil and gas resources, the most important issue for
oil companies is how to invest in different oilfield development projects each
year with limited development investment budget. The entire investment allocation decision process of oil and gas resources development has high risk, high
complexity and high uncertainty. Once the decision is wrong, the oil company
will suffer huge economic losses and irreversible damage to the environment.
Under normal circumstances, the company predicts the proven reserves of oil
and gas in different oilfield projects based on data collected from exploration
work such as exploration and drilling in the previous period. At the beginning of
the investment period, according to the available development investment quota,
the investment portfolio decision is made for each oilfield development project
to achieve different target needs such as high investment income, low mining
cost and low investment risk.

2.1. Model Assumptions
1) Once the oil and gas project begin to be mined, it is generally not closed. It
still needs to invest a certain amount of resources to keep it running every year.
However, in special circumstances, it is allowed to temporarily stop the project.
For example, if the oil and gas market prices continue to be mined at a very low
level, the company will suffer serious losses or it will lead to environmental
DOI: 10.4236/jss.2019.71011
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damage if keep on mining.
2) Residual values are not considered when each project fails to mine. Equipment and infrastructure inputs in the pre-exploration phase of the project are
considered as sunk costs, regardless of their residual value.
3) If the project is evaluated to prove that the project is technically feasible
and economically reasonable, the project will be developed immediately, without
considering other factors causing delays in development. If development delays
due to other factors, the project is not part of the development portfolio.
4) The project investment ratio has a linear relationship with the project income, that is, the investment scale does not increase the complexity of the capital
allocation process.
5) The recoverable reserves of oil and gas fields are limited by geological,
technical and other conditions, so there is a limit on the maximum recoverable
reserves. However, since oil and gas exploration and development are centered
on economic benefits, when the margin of oil and gas exploitation is less than
the marginal cost, mining is stopped. At this time, the cash flow is the best cash
flow, and the project has the largest net present value.

2.2. Model Construction
The capital expenditure of oil and gas enterprises in project investment is mainly
divided into two stages. The initial investment of oil and gas enterprises in the
exploration and development stage is divided into development wells, ground
works, and filling and side drilling inputs. Among them, the development well
investment mainly refers to the cost of drilling, logging, cementing, completion,
oil testing and related technology and management. The ground engineering refers to the investment of production equipment which requires large-scale enterprises capital investment [8]. While capital investment after the success of the
survey is usually divided into material costs, power costs, transportation costs,
operating fees. Therefore, oil and gas enterprises need large-scale capital inflows
in the early stage of investment. When the development is successful, a small
amount of capital investment is still needed to maintain stable capital income. In
the project selection problem, it is usually assumed that the initial expenditure
occurs at the beginning of the month and the net cash flow occurs at the end of
the month [9]. In addition, we assume that companies need to make investment
decisions at the beginning of the investment period. Therefore, the development
cash flow of the oil and gas project is shown in Figure 1, where si indicates the
project investment start time. When si = 0 , the project starts from now; When

si = t , the project starts from the t month. γ i Indicates the investment period
of the project i, which requires large-scale capital investment by the enterprise,
and Oit is the amount of capital invested in each period. When the development is successful, τ i indicates the project i’s payback period, and still needs a
small amount of capital investment Oit to maintain a stable capital income I it .
In fund management, returns are usually expressed on a year-by-year basis,
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Figure 1. The figure of Project i’s cash flow.

but in the oil and gas industry, the feasibility and return of the project is usually
compared based on expected monetary value (EMV) [10] or expected net
present value (ENPV) [11]. The EMV approach recognizes the uncertainty of the
project and attributes the value to different outcomes. Therefore, the EMV estimation method can be considered as a dynamic method and is superior to the
traditional static method like net present value method which only has one result.
Guj (2006) describes EMV as the mean of the distribution which equal to the
sum of all possible NPV values plus the probability of their respective occurrence. Due to the complexity and uncertainty of oil and gas resources exploration and development, the incompleteness of the understanding of the geological
properties of oil and gas resources buried in the underground may result in the
failure of dry wells and drilling.
O
R =
−∑
+∑
(1 + r )

γi
γ i +τ i
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i
t
t si=
t γi
=

I it − Oit

(1 + r )

t
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(1)

where γ i is the initial investment period of project i; τ i is the income period

of project i; Ri is the investment income of project i; I it is the cash inflow of
project i for period t; Oit is the cost for the later part of project i in period t; pi
is the probability of successful mining for the project i.

In addition, international projects are susceptible to political risks when investing in overseas oilfield projects. Because of the suddenness, uncertainty, and
loss of political risks, it is difficult for companies to effectively prevent them. For
example, the contradiction or sanctions arising from the host country and the
country due to trade problems have worsened relations between the two countries. In order to retaliate, the host government may impose restrictions on the
projects it invests in the country, resulting in production disruption [5]. Therefore, when investing in politically unstable countries, it is necessary to limit the
number of projects invested in the region to achieve the dispersion of investment risks. For example, considering the political and economic risks of resource countries in the Middle East, investment in Middle East projects needs to
be limited in the portfolio. Therefore, the following constraints are established:

∑ i =1 ( zonei ,a ⋅ xi ) ≤ c, a ∈ ZONE .
n

(2)

where zonei , a is the area where the project i is located is area a; c is the number
of investment projects of area a; ZONE is the area set of the alternative item
set.
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In the international oil and gas mergers and acquisitions sector, there is a special type of agreement for the exploration rights purchase/transfer agreement.
From the perspective of the transferor of exploration share rights, due to the risk
investment and technical risks of oil and gas exploration and development, it is
necessary to introduce partners to share the capital risk of exploration. From the
perspective of the purchaser of exploration rights, the purchase of exploration
rights is conducive to the rapid acquisition of seismic and drilling data related to
hotspots or emerging areas, as well as access to exploration mines or commercial
discovery reserves [12]. Since the oil industry is an industry that is related to the
lifeline of the national economy, the oil and gas producing countries set the
highest proportion of production and management rights for foreign companies
engaged in oil and gas production activities, or set the minimum limit for holding domestic companies. To maintain energy sovereignty, such as Venezuela’s
policy on the regulation of petroleum resources, overseas investment companies
must form a joint venture with the Venezuelan National Oil Company and be
under the control of the Venezuelan National Oil Company for oil exploration
and development [13]. Therefore, this paper considers two situations in which
oil companies invest in domestic and overseas projects. Use wi as the investment ratio. When wi ⊂ [ 0,1] , project i is a domestic project; when wi ⊂ [ 0,1] ,
project i is an overseas project.
Consider maximizing the return on investment at a certain level of risk and
establish the following model:

1 n

max?n ∑ wi Ri xi
i =1

2

1 n 
1 n
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 xi ∈ {0,1} ; si ∈ {1, 2, , T }

(3)

where α is the maximum risk level acceptable to the enterprise; qit , Oit , cit is
the expected output, investment amount, production and operation cost of the
project i in the period t; yt , bt , ht is the minimum production requirement of
the enterprise in the t period, the total development investment budget, and the
maximum allowable productivity respectively; b is the limit for the maximum
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number of investments; D the total investment period.

3. Numerical Examples
In order to illustrate the modeling ideas and prove the validity of the designed
model, we present a numerical example here. Assume that a company is considering to select some project among 10 reserve trap targets, among which
projects 1, 2, 3, 4, and 10 are overseas development projects, and the remaining
projects are domestic development projects. The investment length, operating
life, monthly initial expenditure, and monthly net of each project cash flow data

is shown in Table 1, where wi is the investment ratio. When wi ⊂ [ 0,1] ,
project i is a domestic project; when wi ⊂ [ 0,1] , project i is an overseas project.
γ i Indicates the investment period of the project i, which requires large-scale
capital investment by the enterprise, and Oit is the amount of capital invested
in each period. When the development is successful, τ i indicates the project i’s
payback period, and still needs a small amount of capital investment Oit to
maintain a stable capital income I it .
The regional information, estimated production, production and operation
costs and development probability data of each project in different periods are
shown in Table 2, where zone is the area where project i is located. qit , Oit , cit is
the expected output, investment amount, production and operation cost of the
project i in the period t. pi is the probability of successful mining for the
project i.
The company can provide 500,000 US dollars of investment per month, and
the total number of investment projects should not exceed 5; the number of
projects with zone 1 should not exceed 3; the investment risk should not exceed
1102; the newly added reserves should not be less than 150,000 tons. The operating cost cannot be greater than $85,000. Taking the above requirements as
Table 1. The investment length, operating life and net cash inflow data of the project.
Oit

I it

i

wi

γi

τi

1

0.5

3

61

94.25

6.75

26.75

28.25

34.25

2

0.3

4

76

115

13.5

33.5

26.25

33

3

0.2

5

64

115

17

37

29.5

34.75

4

0.8

4

74

139

11.5

31.5

29.5

33

5

1

5

67

140.25

13

33

28.75

34.75

6

1

5

73

132.5

12.5

32.5

30

35.75

7

1

4

62

137

15.25

35.25

31.5

35.5

8

1

4

72

149

10.25

30.25

28.5

33

9

1

6

60

127.25

13.75

33.75

29.75

35

10

0.6

3

77

132.5

11.75

31.75

27

32.25

si ≤ t ≤ si + γ i
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Table 2. Target economic evaluation result data of project development.
qit

cit

si + γ i < t ≤ si + γ i + τ i

si < t ≤ si + γ i + τ i

1

1.33

11.33

0.8

2

1

1.08

11.08

1

3

1

1.50

11.50

1

4

2

7.19

17.19

1

5

2

13.96

23.96

0.6

6

2

3.84

13.84

1

7

3

6.45

16.45

1

8

3

13.19

23.19

0.5

9

4

3.33

13.33

1

10

1

5.19

15.19

0.9

i

zone

1

pi

Table 3. Project investment schedule.
Item

1

8

10

Start time (month)

0

2

3

Target value (ten thousand dollars)

36.72

constraints, the company can use the model (3) to obtain the maximum expected profit under risk control. Running the above model to optimize, the
company should invest in projects 1, 8, 10. The investment schedule is shown in
Table 3. The net present value of the maximum expected return is $367,200.

4. Conclusions
Based on the existing portfolio research of oil and gas projects, this paper establishes a linear portfolio risk decision model based on the theory, characteristics
and existing methods of securities portfolio. The model considers the uncertainty of project survey results, the inconsistency of project investment time points,
and the number of projects in unstable political regions. Under the premise of
ensuring the rational allocation of funds and other resources, the model can
maximize the project portfolio income within the risk tolerance range. Finally,
the application of the decision model is analyzed by numerical examples. The
proposed model has guiding significance for the practice of oil and gas exploration investment decision. The model comprehensively considers the time dimension and the multiple indicators, such as production, investment and benefit
risk. In addition, the mathematical relationships between the logical relationships and business rules of each investment unit under the complex contract
model are characterized by mathematical statements. Using the model and method established in this paper, we can propose corresponding optimization
strategies for multi-objective optimization practices in overseas projects and key
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regions according to different goals and expectations, which lays a theoretical
foundation for the construction of overseas strategic planning decision support.
In reality, due to the lack of historical data, some project parameters must be
given by experts’ estimates. This paper only applies numerical examples to the
model. Further research may involve considering more real-life situations and
applying the proposed method to actual case problems.
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